G&TS Events at the 2014 ASA Meetings

Mon, August 18, 8:30 to 10:10am
Session 356 - Section on Global and Transnational Sociology Paper Session. Ties between Local and Global: Negotiating the Role of International Organizations

Organizers: Wesley Longhofer, Emory University; Sadia Saeed, Yale University
Presider: Claire Laurier Decoteau, University of Illinois-Chicago

Contingent Coupling: Unpacking the Relationship between Human Rights and Income Redistribution - Wade M. Cole, University of Utah

Fluid Governance: Reconceptualizing the Global Governance of Water - Oriol Mirosa, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Transnational Knowledge Transfers: An Analysis of Local NGO Participation at the 2012 International AIDS Conference - Rachel Sullivan Robinson, American University

Discussant: Claire Laurier Decoteau, University of Illinois-Chicago

Mon, August 18, 10:30am to 12:10pm
Session 396 - Section on Global and Transnational Sociology Paper Session. Global Governance: Chaos and Order

Organizer: Ann Swidler, University of California, Berkeley
Presider: Stephanie A. Limoncelli, Loyola Marymount University

Converting Contested Knowledge into Objective Facts: Codes of Conduct for Infant Formula, Pharmaceuticals and Tobacco - Tatiana Samay Andia, Brown University; Nitsan Chorev, Brown University

Beneath Compliance: Explaining the Uneven Failure of Rule-making Projects for the Global Factory - Tim Bartley, The Ohio State University

Colonizing the Clinic: The Adventures of Law in HIV Treatment and Research - Carol Heimer, Northwestern University; Jaimie Morse, Northwestern University


Universal Rights, Global Responsibility? Making Immunization a Right - Kristen Gray Jafflin, Universität Basel

Discussant: Stephanie A Limoncelli, Loyola Marymount University

Mon, August 18, 2:30 to 4:10pm
438 - Section on Global and Transnational Sociology Paper Session. Conflict and Contestation in World Society

Session Organizers: Sadia Saeed, Yale University; Wesley Longhofer, Emory University
Presider: Jaeun Kim, George Mason University

Conflict and Religion in Global Culture: The Worldwide Liberalization of Abortion Legislation, 1945-2010, Juan Fernandez, University Carlos III of Madrid

The Rise of New Developing Country Powers and the Crisis of Neoliberalism at the WTO - Kristen Hopewell, University of British Columbia

Contradiction and Dialectical Change in World Society: The Case of the Corporate Social Responsibility Initiatives - Shawn Michael Pope, Stanford University

Discussant: David John Frank, University of California, Irvine

Monday, August 18, 4:30-5:30

479. Section on Global and Transnational Sociology Roundtable Session
Followed by, Section on Global and Transnational Sociology Business Meeting, 5:30-6:10

Followed by (ta da!!):

G&TS Reception, Monday, August 18, 6:30-8
Borobudur Indonesian Cuisine
A selection of delicious Indonesian appetizers; wine on the house
Don’t miss it!
http://www.borobudursanfrancisco.com/
700 Post St, San Francisco, CA 94109 (corner of Post and Jones Streets, three blocks from the Hilton)

Tue, August 19, 8:30 to 10:10am
Session 506 - Section on Global and Transnational Sociology Paper Session. Integrating Global/Transnational and Comparative Analysis: Conceptual and Methodological Issues

Organizer: Ann Swidler, University of California, Berkeley
Presider: Colin J. Beck, Pomona College

Studying Professionals and Organizations in Two-level Transnational Networks- Lasse Folke Henriksen, Copenhagen Business School; Leonard Seabrooke, Copenhagen Business School

A Comparative and Transnational Analysis of Sustainability Discourse- Klaus Weber, Northwestern University; Sara Soderstrom, University of Michigan

The Political Sociology of Regional Variation: Family Immigration in North America, Europe, and East Asia- Kristin Surak, University of London; Javier Moreno Fuentes, Spanish National Research Council

Transnational Trajectories: Studying Nation and Citizenship in East Asia - Yasemin Soysal, University of Essex

Discussant: John Boli, Emory University